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ocean current and wind statistics "  
 

 

Executive summary 
Au updated report on meteorological and oceanographic conditions at Astrolabe Reef 

prepared by MetOcean Solutions Limited has been reviewed by NIWA. Differences, and 

comments on the differences with respect to the originally reviewed report are presented 

here. 

On page iii, a new figure, Figure 2.17, is included. 

On page v, two new tables are listed which should read Table 2.6 and Table 2.7. 

On page 5, Figure 2.2 has been updated with the plot. 

On page 14, there are some changes to the paragraphs on the “3d model baroclinic 

validation”.  The second paragraph in the section has been updated to, 

 

 

 

The reference to the new Table 2.6 is included. 

 

The third paragraph has been updated to, 
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The extra sentence “However…” is consistent with comments in our review of the model 

solutions. 

The following paragraph is a completely new update, providing some quantification of the 

likely errors associated with the dispersion modelling via Figure 2.17 and the integrated 

values in Table 2.7, viz: 

 

The analysis is consistent with comments in our original review regarding the goodness-of-fit 

between the in-situ measurements and the model (namely the biases in the flows, and the 

differences in variability). As noted in our original review, it is difficult to quantify how good 

one would expect a point measurement to be reproduced by a model of this nature. And 

indeed Figure 2.17 shows that more often than not the model captures the U component of 

the flow in magnitude and direction, but tends to get the sign of the V component incorrect, 

reflected in the good bias and correlation for U at RENA in Table 2.6, but poor correlation for 

V.  

On page 15, Tables 2.6 and 2.7 have been inserted. In Table 2.6 the units for BIAS and 

RMSE would need to be speeds, presumably m/s are intended…? 

On page 21, Figure 2.17 has been inserted (again at the rather general low resolution of 

many of the figures in the reports) 

We find nothing in the updated report to change our original review that found that the 

methods used in preparing the climate statistics for wind, waves, currents and sea 

temperatures were in general suitable, and the results presented were appropriate for the 
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stated purpose, with no significant gaps identified. The validation results against available 

data were generally sufficient to give confidence in the validity of the results. 
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